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Executive Summary
The Apache Hadoop and Kx technologies are at their best when used to solve Big Data analytics. Both will shine
when they are used in the ways they were intended to be. However, it is important to understand the way in
which each technology offers flexibility when being applied to other non-core tasks. You must evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses when either is outside of their sweet spots. This paper provides a comparison of the
two, sufficient for reviewers at the level of CIO, CTO, project leader or data analytics consultant.
Many of our customers use both Hadoop and Kx products in production today. This can be in combination,
independently, or side-by-side within the same infrastructure. This report should be used by anyone involved
in setting out for the first time to do large-scale analytics, or for those that are re-evaluating prior deployment
decisions in Big Data analytics.
So what is the answer? Put simply, there is no “one-size-fits-all” answer to the question “which is best?” But,
in understanding the original use-case for both technologies, and in seeing how both are currently being used
today, clarity should ensue.
Kx. This technology was originally designed as a high-performance, columnar-oriented database, called
kdb+ combining a functional vector processing language called q. This made it easy to rapidly compute massive
amounts of time-series, streaming data. The Kx solution originally benefited users by offering the very best
operational latencies available, even whilst managing data feeds with 10’s to 100’s of millions of events per
second, alongside offering APIs to directly support complex analytics against any vectors of the same data. By
way of one example, the Kx programming language includes MapReduce functionality within the syntax of the
language – this being unique in the computer industry today.
Because of this, an early use-case for Kx was to organize, store and run analytics on trading market tick data,
for real-time, intra-day databases and ticker plants. This model was highly adaptive to any form of time-series
streaming and historical data. Consequently, Kx financial services customers use the technology for streaming
market data analytics, compliance, risk mitigation, quantitative analytics and algorithmic trading, amongst
others.
Kx is a proprietary technology, with the initial cost of entry being offset by:
•

Simplicity of implementation. There is efficiency gained via re-using the same database and functional
programming language across many use cases. Fewer resources are required to implement new
methodologies. The product itself is remarkably discrete and simple, therefore it scales well and lends itself
well to being built upon. The speed at which a broad set of work can be rapidly delivered from a single
person is high, and the genesis of this stems from its functional programming model.

•

Efficiency of implementation. Kx technology gets more out of the same hardware and can reduce
infrastructure costs significantly.

•

Flexibiity. Kx attaches itself easily to a broad set of use cases and therefore benefits from re-use across
different business functions in an enterprise. Within the Kx user community there are a large amount of
shared examples of integrations with common APIs and data analytics toolkits, like Tableau.

Apache Hadoop. This technology was born in the early 2000’s and was derived from a need to allow
use cases such as web searches/queries to run significantly quicker than ever before. A big problem at this time
was a finite amount of capability within existing server infrastructures. A combination of Google, Yahoo and
the community in general, accelerated these earlier ideas and ultimately contributed elements of it back into
the Apache open source community. Specific key elements of this contribution were MapReduce and GFS from
Google. The elegance of the Apache Hadoop approach is that it allows a construct such as a keyword search or
sort to work extremely quickly.
Apache Hadoop, by contrast to Kx, is based on an open source model (Apache v2 distribution model). The
initial cost of entry can therefore seem very low. Apache Hadoop licensing is permissive, allowing extensions of
the software to be licensed separately or under the Apache distribution mode, as so desired by a commercial
distributor of these extensions. This has led to divergence of content in the commercially-supported
distributions derived from Hadoop. Benefits of the Hadoop approach include, but are not limited to:
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•

The baseline technologies and languages used in the Hadoop distribution are broadly well known in the
community vs. the Kx languages. This can be seen as lowering the costs of key skills resources within the
open marketplace. However, for many of the individual Hadoop technologies, especially those in the “peak
of inflated expectations” phase (see report), there can be a scarcity of resources leading to surprisingly
higher than average costs for these skills.

•

More interfaces. The broader catch-all model of Hadoop offers support for a large number of public
interfaces and APIs. Due to the nature of the product and the community of programmers, there is always a
chance that someone in the community will have worked on it. But it makes the stack much more complex/
custom, which is a cost consideration.

•

Ability to quickly exploit new technology. Again, note the Hadoop license is permissive, so this leads to
divergence of implementation (local customizations) and increased costs of maintenance of branches of
Hadoop-based code.

•

No lock in. If you don’t like it, you can change it, but this may also be costly and may well produce islands
of implementations within an enterprise.

In summary – you may use both for what they were intended for. But decide on how well the tools will save
you money on implementation costs and reduced infrastructure costs, especially when considering either
tool for a broader set of use cases in an enterprise. Hadoop supports diverse schemas and vast data lakes
of disparate data. Kx offers a superb programming model, exceptional elegance and performance and ROI
metrics. In considering the move from integrated systems and support from the likes of IBM and Oracle into
Hadoop-based solutions that inevitably have to cobble together software from dozens of startups, consider that
the integration of these things is non-trivial.
We would urge you to take the time to examine the merits of both approaches, which means getting past the
initial learning phase, in order to truly appreciate the benefits that the elegance and simplicity of Kx can offer
you.

www.kx.com
Kx® and kdb+ are registered trademarks of Kx Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of First Derivatives plc.
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Introduction
The exponential increase in available digitized data, or Big Data, is transforming business and research. The
appreciation of the potential of Big Data to change how companies operate has tracked the rise of the Apache
Hadoop ecosystem, which includes open-source computing frameworks for working with large datasets.
Over the past two decades companies in the financial services industry working with extremely large
datasets have turned to the Kx platform, a high-performance time-series database called kdb+ with a built-in
programming language called q. Kx predates the Apache Hadoop ecosystem by decades, and Kx is proven to be
more performant, especially as data volumes increase.
This paper is a discussion of some of the differences between the two approaches of Kx and Hadoop used when
tackling large-scale, complex business analytics. We highlight the advantages of both approaches and inspect
some of the key architectural differences between the two. While both approaches have merits, it is only when
you are required to deploy the tools for complex analytics that the true merits of the Kx approach can be fully
realized.

The drivers for change
In the past ten years the amount of memory available on a large server has gone up by three orders of
magnitude to 10 terabytes or more. At the same time, memory has become cheaper and faster over the past
10 years, which has encouraged its much heavier use in servers. This is a trend that is only going to increase.
Somewhat tongue in cheek, we can say that Big Data represents data that doesn’t easily fit into memory alone.
As applications grow their memory footprint, more sophisticated analytics are being done over much more
data. This is creating demand that often exceeds in-memory computing capacity. When applications restrict
themselves to in-memory data they are at a disadvantage compared to systems that can perform analytics over
a broader historical context using data pulled from other storage media.
To accommodate this trend, large clusters of distributed servers have become common practice, partly as a
result of being able to scale up memory capacity in a single server, coupled with a large drop in the price “per
gigabyte” of this memory. Frameworks like the Apache Hadoop ecosystem have gained popularity with the
adoption of extensive commodity server farms.
The reasons you may be considering the use of the Apache Hadoop ecosystem is to achieve improvement in
time to results.
In the Apache Hadoop world this may not be possible on a single server, usually due to some form of
performance bottleneck. So Apache Hadoop applications that must access enormous amounts of memory are
forced to distribute across a large number of servers. Kx can also distribute data and processing across a
large number of servers. But Kx users know they can achieve improvements in time to results with much lower
hardware resources, be they distributed or consolidated in nature.
When businesses talk about “adopting Hadoop” they are not talking about a single application, but a whole
stack of software, parts of which are supported only by open source communities, that needs to be tuned
and configured to run over a cluster of servers. The impact on performance of computing across multiple
servers, using complex frameworks like Apache Hadoop made up of many moving parts, can be extreme. Even
when optimized, these systems are relatively slow at data analytics. Tuning, and keeping them tuned, can be
cumbersome.
In contrast, Kx’s solution is more efficient at using large amounts of memory both on one machine with many
cores, and across distributed architectures, because of the simplicity of its architecture. Programs built on kdb+
combine streaming, in-memory, and historical/distributed analytic capabilities, all in one system. The fact that
Kx is one cleanly architected system, unlike Apache Hadoop, means it is much simpler to maintain and is more
predictable and more stable.
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Hadoop and Kx Ecosystems
						

“... you don’t need to see his identification...”

Because the Apache Hadoop ecosystem is open-source there is a perception that it is less expensive to use than
commercial software. The reality is quite different. The inherent complexity of implementing an Apache Hadoop
system requires a varied set of developer resources over much more time. Due to the relative inefficiency of
the Apache Hadoop stack as compared to Kx, it requires more hardware to implement the same functionality of
a comparable Kx solution. Or worse, given architectural constraints, it may never meet the performance metrics
seen by Kx users. Hadoop consists of many distinct projects aggregated under the banner of Big Data. There
are many different representations of what is actually contained in a complete Hadoop install.

By contrast, Kx is a simple solution. It is designed to take full advantage of the latest storage solutions all
the way down to the vector instructions on the chips themselves. Because of its transparent architecture,
Kx requires fewer developers, less maintenance and makes better use of hardware than other technologies.
Proven over three decades in enterprise systems, Kx is a solid foundation for applications that are designed to
evolve and have long productive lives. In independent tests Kx technology has been shown to be many orders
of magnitude faster than more traditional technologies, retrieving data in microseconds rather than seconds,
aggregating data in just milliseconds, not hours, and performing complex queries in seconds, compared to
alternatives which can take hours or even weeks to perform comparable analyses.
A further challenge for implementing Big Data is to achieve lower costs of implementation by, wherever
possible, converging the programming model and the data structures, across both hybrid in-memory and “on
disk”. Kx achieves this with a single built-in language, an “array processing” - language called q, embedded in
the kdb+ database.
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To illuminate this, here is an example of how a Kx
system can be used in the financial service industry:
In this real-life example, Kx is used for ticker plant
collection of inbound market data, and for the
streaming of tick data into a real-time in-memory
database, used for online queries and analytics
against near real-time trading data. It also is
used to host the vast historical databases used for
the deeper sets of data analytics that run on the
back of historical data. The point is that the same
programming language and the same database is
used in all of these production cases.

This complete scope of deployment could be addressed by using the Apache Hadoop stack. However, the
performance of the entire stack is limited by its worst performing component. That is a major distinction
between the two approaches.
In Kx, there is no difference in handling the stored form of the database vs. the in-memory form. The same q
code is used across both, and both deliver extreme performance. For example ticker plant handling, streaming
real-time queries, real-time databases, historical databases and the historical data analytics will use the same
“vector processing” language.

Your first “How do I” Questions?
Each of the main Apache Hadoop components is examined in more detail, later. Before that, here are some
answers to typical “pop quiz” questions:
1. Can Kx work with HDFS? Yes. However it is unlikely to be chosen as an approach. The reasons the
analytics industry is moving away from HDFS as a construct for analytics applies to Kx also. Throughput
and latency of read/write operations using HDFS is much less efficient than with embedded storage or a
distributed object or file system, even when using the same volume of storage equipment. Some contributors
to the performance degradation of HDFS for Kx can be slightly mitigated by layering traditional file systems
under HDFS, such as with the Lustre, GPFS or MapR file systems. Note that if the HDFS layer is implemented
on top of another distributed file system, this throws up the possibility of using its perhaps more beneficial
methods to read/write data into Kx, which somewhat makes the HDFS layer unnecessary.
2. Can Kx ingest data directly from HDFS sources? Yes. This is a much more likely scenario for a
sophisticated user of Kx’s kdb+ database. Kdb+ has interfaces for a wide range of ingest sources and
languages, including the ability to ingest from HDFS files via the Hadoop utilities. For example “Hadoop FS”
could be piped into a FIFO within the named-pipe support of q.
3. What about MapReduce with kdb+? Use of the MapReduce model is inherent within kdb+. It can manifest
not only across a distributed networked architecture but also can efficiently span shared memory when
running many threads on one server
4. Can Kx work alongside Hive, or Spark? Yes. This is the best use case for Kx/Hadoop interoperation.
For example, runtime data being generated and stored in Spark/HBase or Spark can be interoperated with
Kx using a number of public interfaces e.g. The operating functions found within Kx are a superset of the
functions offered in Spark. We envisage the requirement for an ETL (batch) process extracting data from a
Hive or HBase database into kdb+, followed by q syntax data analytics. Performance and function of this will
depend on the data model and type of data being transformed.
5. Can I port from kdb+ to one of the other toolsets in Hadoop? Nothing prevents this, but you will
almost certainly end up with a slower solution in terms of latency, throughput and query time metrics. If this
is acceptable to the user of the application it could be considered. For any time-series or similar structured
data, the data could be exported and reimported. The target system will lack some of the capabilities built in
to kdb+.
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Comparing Hadoop and Kx in more detail
Hadoop is part of the Apache open source ecosystem which broadly positions Hadoop as a solution for Big Data
problems.
Adoption of Hadoop-based solutions has become mainstream over the last few years, with the majority of our
customers also using or evaluating instances of Hadoop. In order to understand the questions of integrations
and comparisons between the two, it is necessary to look at the design tenets of Hadoop and Kx.
To provide access to fast data and fast processing of data, the Apache project created HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System) as a storage base for everything else. Then, the first real twinkle in the eye of Hadoop
was the MapReduce model, and so MapReduce is considered part of the Hadoop core.
The MapReduce model is based on the concept of dividing the compute task and its data in order to conquer it
more quickly. It splits both the data task into chunks/shards and also the compute task required on that data
into many components. Typically the execution of both those components is then on a “commodity” server.
So this fits well into the AWS commodity server model, as is evidenced by their many offerings in Amazon
marketplace (other commercial Cloud offerings are available).
The rationale for this is to reduce the time to produce results.
To provide even faster access to fast data and fast processing of large volumes of data, Kx developed kdb+.
Kdb+ is different from other popular databases because it has a built-in proprietary array language, q. This
allows it to operate directly on the data in the database, removing the need to ship data to other applications,
or even inter-process during code execution. Kdb+ supports high levels of performance per process, with the
built-in ability to parallelize both processing and data access. Kdb+/q makes full use of the power of modern
multi-core CPU architectures, as well as being able to ingest data natively, from distributed file systems. With
kdb+, many work processes can be combined in a large single system, and if that system has a large memory
footprint it will take full advantage of that.
Note that this is a radically different design philosophy from that of Hadoop.
Kdb+ has been used for Big Data analytics since the 1990’s. The columnar orientation of kdb+ allows
for greater speed and efficiency than relational databases when looking at massive volumes of data. Its
native support for time-series operations vastly improves both the speed and performance of queries, data
aggregation, and analysis of structured data. The inherent value of kdb+ is to be found in its integrated array
processing language, allowing it to become the performance leader for real-time, historical and streaming
analytics applications.
Kdb+ can be integrated into the existing Hadoop add-ons, such as the Kafka messaging bus, Spark, MapReduce
and BI products such as Tableau.
Let us contrast and compare each element of the different approaches of Hadoop and kdb+ by answering some
more detailed questions.
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How does Hadoop glue together?
How many components does
Hadoop have and how many
dependences does it have?
The storage/HDFS layer, above, is particularly
illuminating, as it shows a big difference between
the approaches of kdb+ and Hadoop. For Hadoop
using HDFS, the data will be automatically divided
into many buckets or shards, when it is first created
under HDFS. It is accessed through APIs that hide
locality, but internally hash the data locally. Each
of these buckets is indexed by a Name-Node, and
that Name-Node knows exactly where each bucket
of data resides, in terms of which Data-Node and
which location in the file system of that Data-Node.
Data will be bucketed into 64 megabyte shards, by
default, though more commonly this is likely to be
128 megabyte. These buckets of data can thence be
processed in parallel:

Name-Node

Block 1,block x,…

Data-node x

Block n,block z ,…

Data-node z

The data will typically be localized to a single server. The optimal approach thereafter for a query is to run
the analytics code in the same data-node as that containing the data, as in the map phase of a MapReduce
operation.
However, if kdb+ was managing this data, it can be anonymous at the time of allocation, as the node has no
affinity to the segmentation or partitioning in use by kdb+, other than being subsequently indexed in a link of
blocks contained in the Name-Node.
In stark contrast, kdb+ when run in a distributed mode exploits a shared memory data model, where all data
in the columnar-oriented database has a representation in each of the host system’s virtual memory space:

Node1

Node2

q

q

10’s of TB of kernel managed Virtual address space in DRAM

}

Shared Namespace/Storage

{

Although many implementations of kdb+ exploit the low latency of DRAM memory in large quantities in a
single logical system, nothing in the kdb+ architecture disallows the distribution of such compute and data
needs across a fabric/cluster of nodes, as per Hadoop. One rationale for doing this would be to increase the
rate of data ingest, typically in parallel. Kdb+ also runs this model very efficiently, as we will see later.
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What makes kdb+ so efficient when handling vast amounts of data? I
thought Hadoop was supposed to be good at that! Can I use SQL?
Kdb+ is both a database and a programming language. It supports real-time and historical data analysis, and can do so
either on a single platform or multiple platforms. In combining the two things, kdb+ is good for complex event processing.
What is interesting though is that it achieves both within a relatively small set of code, it being very tightly written, and
further refined down over many years. The result is that the code can fit into the L2 instruction cache of most modern
processors.
The array processing language q is efficient at handling the primary functions required to manipulate massive volumes of
time-series data, as well as supporting SQL-like syntax.
For SQL queries, kdb+ supports q-SQL, which adds huge value in providing quick answers to queries that databases in the
Apache ecosystem can’t efficiently encode, if at all. q-SQL is a SQL-like language which allows a client to query kdb+. In
Hadoop, a corresponding “analytical sql” construct is seen in the Hive package. Hive and q-SQL were built so as to make it
easy for analysts to query the database without necessarily having prior knowledge of all the q syntax, or Hadoop. Bear in
mind, kdb+ SQL super-efficiently handles large deep analytics on entire sets and joins of columns, using its built-in vector
processing capabilities.
Here’s an example of retrieving parts from an orders table with a foreign key join to a parts table, summing by quantity and
then sorting by color:

SQL:

select p.color, sum(sp.qty) from sp, p where sp.p=p.p group by p.color
order by color
q:

select sum qty by p.color from sp

q is a full functional data language that both includes and extends SQL. Selects are easier in q, because
they provide implicit joins and group-bys. This makes queries much shorter than the equivalent SQL. Unlike
many flavors of SQL, q lets one put a functional expression in any position in an SQL statement. One can
easily extend the aggregation operations available to the end-user. SQL in Hadoop is a “batchy” operation by
design. Therefore things like Apache Hive are designed for batch queries on Hadoop by providing a declarative
abstraction layer (HiveQL), which in turn uses MapReduce or HBase in the background. Whilst this would
provide good results when processing large amounts of data, the performance would be several orders of
magnitudes better, when expressed in q. This is where close comparisons to the same query against the same
data, but with the data structured in a time-series columnar fashion and ported to kdb+ along with the query in
q, show such good latency improvements.
Customers complain that you need different technology to store the data, to analyze the data and then, finally,
to visualize it. Each different technology invariably adds delay. Kx, with the help of standard APIs, can capture
most of this functionality with just kdb+ as the beating heart, for example visualization can be via WebSocket
connections directly into the running processes of kdb+. For this, we can examine a real-life example.
A pharmaceutical company had a challenge to analyze multi-terabytes of Rx (medical prescription data)
containing 4 billion records delivering 20 billion elements when grouped and pivoted for reporting. They set
themselves a task of finding a singular system to achieve this. They ran an extensive proof of concept process
throughout their discovery process, covering tools such as Hadoop/HBase/Hive/Spark/Cassandra and other
proprietary non-Hadoop solutions. In the end, they settled on kdb+, due to its low cost of maintenance,
implementation using a very small team of q developers, delivering the goal of real-time analytics, based on a
100x performance improvement. One unique factor in their approach was the use of single server to support
the real-time analytics. In their words “one person, one standard server, one platform.”
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Technologies such as Impala and Hawq provide interactive query capabilities to enable traditional business
intelligence and analytics on Big Data datasets. The response times can vary between milliseconds and many
minutes, depending on the query. Users need additional, layered SQL-on-Hadoop tools to support business
intelligence, for example, Tableau and MicroStrategy, both typically used for reporting and ad hoc queries.
As you should be able to imagine here, a converged in-memory and in-storage data model, inherent in kdb+,
is one reason it significantly reduces the query times for these classes of queries. Whilst at the same time not
parcelling the data into unrelated location sensitive entities.
In-memory computing was behind the more recent emergence of Apache Spark being used to further
accelerate the exact same query processing. Spark SQL also uses in-memory computing but yet keeps the Hive
compatibility, and in doing so should improve query times.

What stage is Hadoop at now?
In the last couple of years, the foundation
technologies of the Apache Big Data stack
have received increasingly critical analysis.
The foundation components have somewhat
lost their initial gloss and pizzazz, which
is typical during the “peak of inflated
expectation.” However, Hadoop has now
passed that phase and can be considered
today to be in the “slope of enlightenment”
phase. In other words, the peak of inflated
expectations has passed:
The Hadoop “peak of expectation” phase
was around three years ago, and it’s “trough
of disillusionment” was between one to two
years ago. This is evidenced by several of the
original contributors to the Hadoop code going
public with their contrarian views of the merits
courtesy: Gartner Group
of individual elements of the Hadoop stack.
In concurrence with this, we see a number of
new Apache initiatives kicking off to remedy this. It ends up meaning many variations and permutations of the
original open-source stack.
Users are faced with navigating these myriad threads that run through Hadoop.

Why Hadoop and Open Source?
Hadoop’s license is based on the Apache license 2.0 terms, which derived originally from the Apache HTTP web
server projects from the 1990s.
This is considered equivalent to GPL (Gnu Public License) v3, by most accounts. The intent is to allow code to
be subsumed into a closed source project/product, if required. It also allows for the grant of patent rights to
any Apache v2 licensee, where necessary. You can do what you like with the software, as long as you include
the required notices. This permissive license contains a patent license from the contributors of the code.
With an open source derived product, the consequences of how you choose to source it will depend on where
you obtain it from. You can build from the source or work with the source of a pre-built product, still licensed
under Apache v2. Although open-source is “free” at the point of source, it does require a team of staffers
on-board or outsourced, in order to manage the product and process it into a production state. You may also
weave in your modifications or patents (share-back), which again, would involve staffers, and also some
effort and contribution back into the open source communities, in order to promulgate your changes into the
mainstream distributions. So there is no such thing as “free beer” with “Open” software.
The other approach would be to take one of the many commercial, supported distributions, e.g. HortonWorks,
Cloudera, MapR. Each distribution builds in its own value added “enterprise” features, which drives independent
and distinct products and distributions of the system. Notionally this is also based on the Apache V2 license, but
there is no guarantee that the source code of extensions will be made available under terms of the agreement.
Therefore, commercial enhancements may or may not be contributed back as source modifications under
Apache. (e.g. via a public Github).
Customers of Hadoop should be aware of this. What it means for a customer running Big Data analytics, is that
the benefit of portability of an analytics application from one open source derived platform to another cannot
always be guaranteed, and may invoke support or licensing costs from a commercial organization.
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What are the advantages of kdb+ over Hadoop?
Kdb+ exhibits exemplary performance metrics, due to the very nature of its design and its programming
language q, and the heritage of the k design.
Put simply, kdb+ can solve a wide range of large and mid-range dataset problems without the need to even
use the Hadoop scale out clustering technology. Compute clustering (HPC) as used by Hadoop has been used
primarily to overcome the compute performance or I/O limitation of using a single thread or single server.
Processes in this class can be classified in one of two operational modes:
- Embarrassingly parallel, that is, the problem solved by running many 100’s or 1000’s of threads of execution
on the problem does scale well and benefits directly from a cluster. For example a compute intensive problem,
with no shared memory between threads, or common region data synchronization requirements.
- Some heavy reliance on sharing results or datasets between each of the many threads or processes running.
For example, a SQL-like select and join across columns.
Hadoop fits best into the first camp of embarrassingly parallel data. Whilst kdb+ is fine at handling that use
case, it does so without forcing the design exclusively into a distributed computing model. This is because the
Kx memory handling and vector processing model has affinity to the machines instruction sets and can be
run very efficiently in a single large-memory server. It is often simpler to run your analytics within a single or
few threads, which may match a same or better depth of analysis when compared with a similar query on an
“embarrassingly parallel” distributed data model. In a nutshell the “fixed” distributed philosophy is what has
driven all of the new Hadoop animals into existence, as they tend not to exploit affinity between instruct sets,
machine cores, threads and machine memory prior to scaling out “horizontally.”
Even if a data analytics exercise ingests a significant amount of data in order to complete its query in a timely
manner, kdb+ can also scale in parallel (ref: most of the Financial Services STAC M3 benchmark results
leverage this). So, for example, the underlying data model of time-series based columnar stored data is
parallelized by sharding the data using one of the data stores metrics, such as time or date, across a high
number of slave kdb+ processes. This returns to the basic tenet of kdb+, the efficiency of running the query
entirely in memory with no kernel page faults or several layers of software abstraction in the code path.

Is there a mature database, and a pre-defined database access method in
the Hadoop stack?
Even if a data analytics exercise ingests a significant amount of data in order to complete its query in a timely
manner, kdb+ can also scale in parallel (ref: most of the Financial Services STAC M3 benchmark results
leverage this). So, for example, the underlying data model of time-series based columnar stored data is
parallelized by sharding the data using one of the data stores metrics, such as time or date, across a high
number of slave kdb+ processes. This returns to the basic tenet of kdb+, the efficiency of running the query
entirely in memory with no kernel page faults or several layers of software abstraction in the code path.
Not really what Hadoop does. Some elements of the Hadoop stack, such as HBase and Hive offer a nonrelational DB, modelled after Google’s Bigtable, but many people new to Hadoop might rightly expect it to
support a rich SQL or NoSQL interface along with the database. Things such as HBase are layered on top of the
core to achieve this.
Kx has the advantage being both the language and the data engine itself, and does not arrive as a kit of parts.

I’m told kdb+ is not a real database and does not pass the database ACID
test.
Not so. kdb+ does support a full in-memory model. In finance use-case this is typically called the ticker-plant
or RDB (real-time database) instance, which holds all active data. This is entirely in memory, typically would be
one node for all the active data, or part of the active data. Hadoop does not have any equivalent to managing a
real time, in-memory component. kdb+ achieves this with exactly the same code used for the historical data,
which can be distributed across many compute instances, or also run against one node with sufficient memory
capacity.
Many of the Kx’s customers and partners use a full set of tools for features such as transaction log handling,
replication, recovery, failover and two site copies, using kdb+/q wrapped with q and/or other scripts and tools.
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Due to the nature of the incoming data such as financial time-series, and the primary need for highperformance analytics of time-series data, users of kdb+/q do not require kdb+/q itself to exhibit the usual
measures of transaction processing (separate log regions, for example). If a real-time instance of kdb+ is
in memory, it can be replicated for recovery under several HA models, but with time-series data, there is
not normally a need to dynamically adjust individual trade records in that data during even peak periods of
activity (it may not be desirable, for auditing purposes). That, in conjunction with a real need for speed,
means this functionality, whilst feasible in a kdb+ solution, is not relevant. All of that said, kdb+ can be used
as the database of record for trades by customers. It can also be used to show audits of trades, even going
back to many years of trading. Files can even be placed in a write-once read-many mode, and support for
that is inherent in the underlying operating system. Kx customers see the entire instance of a kdb+ data set
as partitions and segments, and they use this as a point of reference for both live and record of trade, and
historical data. Trading market tick data is gathered live from exchanges, live trades and in-house analytics.
This does not compromise the use of kdb+ for real-time high-performance capture of tick data in ticker plants,
but in fact it has grown beyond that common use-case.
Note that both real-time and historical data can be discarded, or fetched from a duplicate and modified after
the event. For example, financial market customers may modify historical data after a formal change of record
request from an authority, which is achieved as a batch process. This can be following an audit or a formal
change request from a market or trading partner.

What is the most compelling reason to implement on Hadoop?
Fundamentally, the Hadoop distributed model starts from a premise of needing to distribute the workload
beyond one instance or one node, and share it around a number of compute nodes within a compute cluster.
In most cases, this is driven not by whim, but by the application exhibiting a finite time to execute a thread on
a single server in order to commit an atomic query (put/get) on a database row or column.
This is exaggerated within some in-memory databases, because of the overhead of the database application
code and/or the API layer. This time is elongated, (such as through a JVM) by walking code through a larger
stack of code to get or put the data. Sometimes this code path is thread locked. Since the era of Big Data, the
amounts of data available to query against has exploded, combined with a finite and typically small throughput
metric per thread speed, the inevitable solution has been to spread this load across many execution nodes,
typically distinct physical or virtual nodes.
In the case of kdb+, such put/get primitives are extremely efficient. It is very important to point out here, that
due to this, the application running on kdb+ may not have been forced to spread its wings outside the use of
one thread or one compute/storage node. That said, for scenarios whereby a data query requires vast amounts
of data to be ingested as quickly as possible, kdb+ is able to spread the servicing of this query across parallel
“slave” threads, by leveraging a parallel execution of a function over all of the data. By also sharding the data
schema into many partitions or segments, this is achieved in a few lines of q code.
Also, increasing the amount of aggregate throughput to the system is a consideration for distributed scaling. To
successfully mirror this, kdb+ has the ability to run streams of code execution as close to the CPU and memory
limits as is possible (for example the ability to use a simple array function to layout close to the specification of
the memory speed can be easily demonstrated).
In summary, Hadoop is in essence a distributed “clustered batch computing” design, but equally well, kdb+ is
also distributed. Kdb+ is well positioned to either replace, or more likely, enhance, key elements of the Hadoop
design by integrating with the existing infrastructure.
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In more detail: The Apachean Dialects
		

●

Hadoop core = HDFS + Common + MapReduce
The core constituencies of Hadoop are MapReduce and HDFS.
“Common” includes the libraries and utilities needed by other Hadoop modules and 		
offered in the distributions of the code.

The remaining elements, e.g. Hive, HBase, and Spark are considered additional packages:
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Hadoop core: HDFS: Great for it’s time, or, future greatness?
HDFS has always been included in, and remains to this day within the core Hadoop stack. But its use is
diminishing.
HDFS is just a file system. However, then again, it isn’t. It is designed entirely with the MapReduce distributed
processing model in mind. Access from a HDFS client is hidden behind Hadoop utilities, which are all Java
based. You do not browse the file system on the Data-Nodes or Name-Nodes by using standard Linux
commands. Instead, you use wrappers packaged in the Hadoop stack, each based on a JVM interface that can
present HDFS as a POSIX look and feel to the user.
So, within the HDFS namespace, everything is locked down and addressed thru Java API once data is placed
there, and rudimentary file access (i.e. peeking at partitions for kdb+) needs to be via these HDFS command
(e.g. if from the command line, an example would be hadoop ls).
Glossary of terms used in this paper:

Term

Description

POSIX

POSIX is a family of standards specified by the IEEE Society for maintaining
compatibility between operating systems. In the context of this report we are referring
to the POSIX standard for IO to file systems within an operating system, with respect
to the expected behavior of files/directories, hierarchy, “close-to-open” semantics,
permissions, locking, etc. Strictly this would be adhered to by nominated file systems
running under a POSIX 1.x certified operating system.

File System

File systems are the methods and data structures that an operating system uses to
keep track of files on a disk or partition; that is, the way the files are organized on the
disk. The expression is also used to refer to a partition or disk that is used to store the
files or the type of the file system.

Name-Node

The Name-Node is the centerpiece of an HDFS file system. It keeps the directory tree
of all files in the file system, and tracks across the cluster to where the file data is
kept. It does not store the data of these files itself.

Data-Node

A Data-Node stores data for HDFS. A functional file system has more than one DataNode, with data replicated across them. On start up, a Data-Node connects to the
Name-Node; spinning until that service comes up. It then responds to requests from
the Name-Node for file system operations:

courtesy: https://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial/module4.html
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HDFS “relaxed” some file system “POSIX” rules. (E.g. removed support for features that would slow down
streaming access to regions of the file across multiple nodes).
You don’t have to implement high-performance Hadoop clusters using the HDFS layer of Hadoop, but it is a
standard part of the Apache build, along with its Java interfaces, so it would be the default case out of the box,
and it is expected to be there and used by default.
Commercial Hadoop distributions go further, by allowing you to implement on top of other (shared) file
systems, offering fuller enterprise features (e.g. MapR-FS, Intel IEEL (Lustre), Spectrum Scale (GPFS), GFS
from Redhat, AWS S3/Swift, Openstack, Ceph, Cassandra, …). The systems or solution vendors (e.g. EMC,
DDN, HP,...) would be responsible for managing the integration of these requisite layers. Applications such as
Spark or Kx should remain agnostic.
Apache HBase is used for OLTP and Apache Spark/Storm is used for data streaming and real-time analytics. To
support this mode in one place, the data needs to be persisted, protected and secured for multiple groups of
users. So users and admins have to decide whether or not HDFS can act as an acceptable persistent data layer.
With multiple Apache community projects taking the attention of developers, users can expect to see different
release dates for production-quality Hadoop storage features/functionality, in the future.
kdb+ commentary
Kdb+ is best when its time-series data is stored in appropriate columns of information. In
financial services, the data can be laid out by trade time by day or by symbol name by time.
Each are represented as individual elements of a segment or partition: these are then opened
scanned and mapped into main memory by kdb+, which is a highly efficient virtual memory
space management method under the [Linux] kernel.
This is the interesting bit with respect to Kx. Kdb+ could in theory operate transparently with
the HDFS file abstraction layer, but it would be heavily impacted by both the Java API access
method natively and the containment and locality awareness of these files across many nodes.
Kdb+ achieves its very high-performance on column and vector scanning by allowing all
worker processes to have equal access to the entire dataset. An inability to disengage the data
from within the compute node means analytics scanning a significant amount of the data set
are constrained by performance impacts of storage ingest/output on a Data-Node, as well as
the subsequent cross node network chit-chat of data, and the time impact of serialisation of
queries.
Contrast this with a distributed file system, where, kdb+ benefits from direct communication
with a centralized, managed namespace. In other words the kdb+ memory semantics makes
the most of the underlying infrastructure, without the constraints of a locality design. HDFS
interposes its own data locality model, designed to exploit low memory commodity type
servers. Whilst this is a fine approach under some circumstances, it is sub-optimal for kdb+,
and other in-memory columnar/NoSQL databases, as evidenced by several other vendors. The
locality is expressed by the database explicitly naming of a “segment” or column, via a global
handle – something that the database itself is better positioned to define and use.
Also, the need to save three copies of the data is due to the fear that a single data node may
fail (it having internal data and being of a commodity nature). This is a massive overhead for
a large set of historical market data. Many customers operate with multiple petabytes of data
in their historical database, with an overhead of storage in an enterprise data storage device of
perhaps 20%, as compared to an overhead with HDFS of 200%. Another pain point here would
be the locality of data and overhead of fetching & shuffling the data during the reduce phase.
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HDFS in More Detail
HDFS is the original scalable, general, processing engine of the Hadoop ecosystem. Useful across diverse
problem domains - it dominated all of the “early adopter” Hadoop implementations.
HDFS presents “files” to the entire cluster of compute nodes. It is an object-based, distributed file system, so
all of the execution nodes should be able to see the same file namespace. The files themselves (which use the
real underlying file system) will be contained within/owned by only one node. Ideally, the closest node should
be the same node where the clients query is running, thus reducing the amount of network traffic in the cluster.
If the data is not available locally, Hadoop falls back to load this to another node, but using a node locality
awareness (locality is good) algorithm.
Map tasks can read input data from HDFS, and reduce tasks can save output data to HDFS:

courtesy: https://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial/module4.html

Intermediate data between map and reduce tasks is stored on local temporary storage to each node. HDFS is
implemented as a user-level Linux file system, which exploits the native file system on each node. This is where
the actual file system comes in. It can be any supported file system (even so, note two layers here). Files in
HDFS are chunked into blocks; typically 64 megabytes in size, and each block is stored as a separate file entity
in the actual file system.
HDFS relies on the creation of replicated data copies (usually three) at creation time, in order to recover
from node and or node disk failures, data loss scenarios, loss of connectivity and related outages. While this
process does allow a cluster to tolerate disk failure and replacement without an outage, it doesn’t cover data
loss scenarios that include data corruption. This process also makes for very inefficient use of storage media
- a critical concern when users wish to retain data in the Hadoop cluster for (say) seven years, as this may be
required for regulatory compliance reasons. Partly due to this, the Apache Hadoop development community
has implemented “erasure coding” as a second tier for low-frequency-of-access data starting in Hadoop 3.0.
HDFS lacks the ability to replicate data synchronously between Hadoop clusters. This is a problem because
synchronous replication can be a critical requirement for supporting production-level DR operations. And while
asynchronous replication is supported, it’s open to the creation of file inconsistencies across local/remote
cluster replicas over time.
HDFS does have a number of benefits. Firstly, compute and storage can be scaled independently. For example,
Data-Nodes can be provisioned to an existing cluster as needed and both data and capacity could be shared
between Hadoop instances
In a standard Hadoop 1.x or 2.x deployment, the Name-Node is a single point of failure, in the sense that
only one failure of a Name-Node is tolerated and manual intervention is required to fail the service back
subsequently. If you wish to federate the Name-Node service over many nodes this is also possible but very
complex and costly to set up and can mean changes in many tools.
MapReduce typically creates the data once and makes it visible across the cluster (or imports it from elsewhere)
then reads it many times for the duration of the lifetime of the MapReduce jobs associated with that data.
This works well with directly-attached internal drives, so when this is replaced by a shared namespace, that
replacement has to be capable of offering similar or better performance.
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HDFS instances are divided into two components: the Name-Node, which maintains metadata to track the
placement of physical data across the Hadoop instance and Data-Nodes, which actually store the data. You can
run multiple logical Data-Nodes on a single server, but a typical implementation will run one per server across
an instance. HDFS supports a single file system namespace, which stores data in a “restricted POSIX” set of
directories and files. One data instance is divided into chunks that are triple-mirrored across the cluster to
provide resiliency (usually 64 megabytes or 128 megabytes).
As said earlier, the Name-Node is a single point of failure, but its function, including its metadata, could be
manually replicated (e.g. rsync).
Distributed file systems to the rescue. Most distributed file systems benefit HDFS, especially when looking
at the Kx use cases. They can be used as the underlying distributed file system, replacing the “POSIX lite”
functionality of the HDFS layer. They can also run in native mode, allowing Kx to be distributed across compute
nodes and dispensing with the HDFS layer entirely. Incidentally, this is a more typical use-case for an HPC
customer.
Note that there are some simplifications assumed in HDFS operations, meaning that not all advanced
functionality of a new file system (e.g. replication) can be exploited. For example, Hadoop only allows a simple
cluster coherence model (write-once, read-many). So it does not allow data to be modified once written out.
They do this as it improves cluster scaling by simplifying synchronization requirements. Also, note that updating
an active database (e.g. with a fresh day’s worth of data) may require the entire data set to be reshuffled, were
that new data be placed in the wrong location. If a single table entry in kdb+ were replaced, the entire data set
would need to be rehomed and reloaded.
The list of “Hadoop-ready” storage systems includes EMC Isilon, EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS), Hitachi’s
Hyper Scale-Out Platform, IBM Spectrum Scale (GPFS), Intel IEEL (Lustre) and NetApp’s Open Solution for
Hadoop and MapR-FS.
One of the downsides of the MapReduce/HDFS model is that there is increased latency per individual table scan
or join operation, as every operation has to translate filenames into the mapped native file system entities
on each node. This is also true of most distributed file systems (even for some of those claiming to be object
based). Efficiency here will come in the form of the implementation of the file system kernel and networking
code (e.g RDMA).
HDFS by default writes three copies of the data in order to guarantee availability of the data distributed around
the internal storage of each compute node. So in the case of a Data-Node failure, the Name-Node chooses one
of the remaining Data-Nodes that has a replica of the data to take over that workload.
The Shuffle phase of the reduce task does require consolidation of all the data. This means that all data at that
point moves around a network/fabric, which adds latency to the query. That is, data from the mapper tasks is
prepared and moved to the nodes where the reducer tasks will be run. One disadvantage of this approach is
that the data is spread over the Data-Nodes and requires recombination using a network (Java) protocol. This is
because in HDFS there is no shared memory model either across, or within, nodes.
A commercial distributed file system such as Lustre/GPFS/MapR-FS has benefits, whereby each of the
elements requiring aggregation can be shared by direct memory access over a fabric, if available. This can be
represented by a shared memory direct memory access across a fabric, if in turn that fabric supports things
such as remote direct memory access (RDMA).
MapR supply their equivalent, called MapR-FS. This one is particularly interesting when compared with the
Hadoop stable, as it manages namespace via an indirection layer, called a container database layer. This is in
between the data lookup step code formerly found in the Name-Node in HDFS. This MapFS-DB indexes chunks
of file space via a container database, typically these are 256 megabytes, but that size can be varied on a fileby-file basis.
Because these container databases are replicated, MapR-FS metadata and consistency/state is stored and
replicated/distributed across the entire system. This allows the file system to support much higher resilience,
snapshots and so on. It also implies a performance improvement over vanilla HDFS, as there is no need to ask
just one Name-Node instance for the metadata, which can be a single congestion point when scaled across a
cluster with many compute nodes.
Any shared file system that offers RDMA with low latency/high-performance fabric should significantly benefit
from having access to the entire data set from any node. This will present itself as better benchmarks. For
example, testdfsio can increase from circa 700 MB/sec to above 2 GB/sec IO per thread, with the use of a
distributed file system. This is a combination of features native in the file system code, such as RDMA over IB
or over Ethernet (RoCE), combined with the striping over multiple target “objects”..
A centralized storage solution should also eliminate the need for Data-Node or Name-Node intervention for
Mirroring/Rebuild functionality.
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kdb+ commentary
To achieve the best performance with a data query against an HDFS file system, all of the file
system service nodes must be handling the data operations in a well balanced manner. This
increases the throughput of the file-system in order to reduce the elapsed time of a query.
Initial placement of the data during a write operation depends on the Name-Node strategy,
which in turn is independent of the analytics application running on top:

courtesy: http://developer.yahoo.com/hadoop/tutorial/module4.html

Note the several network hops involved with HDFS.
Kdb+ is fastest when loading data into memory as efficiently as possible from disk-based filesets, ideally using memory page mapping. If a file system offers an efficient implementation of
“kernel to user-space” RDMA and kernel memory mapping system calls, kdb+ will benefit from
this. Kdb+ will further benefit from direct mapping of data pages into memory from a shared
name space resource, and will inherit the same data ingest attributes as if locally stored. None
of these features are integral to HDFS. This is a different architectural model to HDFS, and a
distributed POSIX or object store should generally return higher throughput and lower latency
per kdb+ function/operation.
Further to this, it has been shown with kdb+ that read performance over a fast networked
file system using several NVMe drives can be as fast or faster than local PCI-e attached NVMe
drives in the server. Although counterintuitive, this stems from optimizing across multiple
storage targets and across multiple object servers to store and fetch that data (e.g. OSS in
Lustre and NSD in GPFS).
To access the file system outside the Hadoop utilities, you must use Hadoop toolset service
tools. For example the webhdfs protocol library can be used for putting and getting data into
an HDFS file system from an application ingesting data from a kdb+ instance. This would have
to be done where it is required to run any sort of textual analysis via a Hadoop utility. This
process is not as easy as one would at first imagine, and has little to do with the kdb+ side of
things.
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Some “bursty” IO patterns are seen in real world implementations, when a “streaming read/
write” is used. Scheduling the compute load becomes difficult when mapper tasks access
multiple sequential HDFS blocks, each of which would likely reside on different nodes. The
benefits of using a large number of small tasks is penalized because of this, for applications
like bubble search that completes on the compute task quickly. When a mapper task
completes, the node can be idle for several seconds until the TaskTracker polls the JobTracker
for more tasks.
Also a typical client task here is highly serialized, which across a cluster can cause a “see-saw”
of IO rates to non-volatile memory/storage.

Assuming replacement of the back-end of HDFS with a distributed/parallel file system,
removal of physical movement of data for the (above) pesky shuffle phase shows noticeable
performance improvements (see Lustre and GPFS sections) of at least 30% when measured
using Terasort v2. This can equate to a 50% improvement in elapsed time, end-to-end.
Streaming analytics with memory mapping will benefit, which is also relevant to kdb+.
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Hadoop core: HDFS alternatives
• MapR
MapR offers commercial support for Hadoop, and they build and support their own fork of the Hadoop source
code.
A valuable component of this distribution is the MapR File System. MapR also added a MapReduce and a MapR
Control System/dashboards/UI.
MapR-FS is written in C++, in contrast to HDFS, which is written in Java. MapR-FS is a proprietary
implementation of the HDFS-like file system. Unlike HDFS, which follows the write-once-read-many paradigm,
MapR-FS is a fully read/write POSIX compliant file system. It also supports mount constructs under an NFS
export of the same namespace.
kdb+ commentary
At time of writing this paper, MapR-FS has not been evaluated with kdb+. However, we note
their ability to offer shared nothing storage alongside the single namespace and its use of the
preferred POSIX semantics of Kx. It is somewhat synonymous to the Lustre/GPFS findings, but
has a closer affinity to the native Hadoop stack already in place across all nodes in the Hadoop
cluster.

• Lustre
Lustre is an open source project, and is maintained and supported by Intel. IEEL is the commercially supported
distribution of Lustre.
It can be placed side by side with HDFS…

Or it can replace HDFS store entirely, with the addition of the requisite modules and Hadoop connectors:
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You can replace each local Data-Node storage capacity with a centralized Lustre file system. You run Lustre for
HDFS. As well as performance, this leads to significant storage capacity savings vs. a three copy model of HDFS
since normally the underlying rad-sets are more efficient at over-provisioning for availability.
Lustre has been used in production settings for the underlying file system for Hadoop at many locations.
Typically the data collected by a large compute run on a HPC cluster is picked up for analytical ingest and
processing.
Lustre has a Java (open source JAR) plugin for Hadoop. Typically, this changes the manifestation of URL from
hdfs://hostname:8020/ to lustrefs:/// .This is contained in the stock distribution and in Intel’s IEEL. It
presents Java classes for accessing data on Lustre, in a Hadoop compliant manner. A user can select the specific
striping width and #strides for the file system accessed via this JAR. There is a class for “Classes for Null
Shuffle”, i.e., shuffle with zero-copy, which removes the need for the data to be physically shuffled from DataNode to Data-Node, and can leverage RDMA if that is available.
For performance, the shuffle phase is improved over HDFS, by at least 30% improvement with 500 gigabytes
of dataset testing using Terasort v2. This equates to a 50% improvement in elapsed time end-to-end when
including ingest of data from a Lustre client to HDFS, which is not required when Lustre is native to each DataNode.
Performance improvement with Lustre is seen with the Terasort, Wordcount and Mahout benchmarks in Hadoop
v2. The majority of tuning required is in Hadoop, with the choice of Lustre stripe size having the largest impact.
kdb+ commentary
Lustre is proven in recent STAC M3 benchmarks with Kx Systems, IEEL (Intel Enterprise
Edition of Lustre) using DDN storage. It proves the suitability of sharding the kdb+ segments
across the Lustre file system, leveraging its shared namespace, and allowing kdb+ workers to
own a set of the shards of data. Whilst running on individually named nodes of a cluster, each
running kdb+.
As long as the subsystem can stream data uniformly and linearly up to the size of the pipes,
the query can be parallelized across many nodes. Additional benefits are expected from the
more recent updates for mmap() support in the latest versions of IEEL from Intel.

• GPFS
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IBM Spectrum Scale (aka GPFS, which we name in this document in respect of the oldies) is a mature product
spanning 17 years of commercial development. It is a scalable (to many 10’s of petabytes and TB/sec
throughput) high-performance storage solution that can be natively integrated with Hadoop (no cluster-level
code required). It implements a unified storage environment, which means support for both file and objectbased data in a single global namespace. It means that there is no location awareness required (as per HDFS
Name-Node), it removes data transfer requirements between data nodes and can be run shared or sharednothing storage model.
For data protection and security, GPFS offers snapshots at the file system or set/pool/partition level, and
a backup integration against snapshots or file systems direct to an external storage target. The latter is a
powerful feature for end of day events in trading where snapshots could totally avoid application led manual
copying of table segments.
Storage-based security features include data-at-rest encryption and secure erase, plus LDAP/AD for user
authentication. Synchronous and asynchronous data replication at LAN, and WAN distances with transactional
consistency is available.
GPFS supports automated storage tiering by user-defined attribute/pool/tier, enabling flash for performance
and multi-terabyte mechanical disk for inexpensive capacity. This then uses automated, policy-driven data
movement between these storage tiers. Tape is supported as an archival storage tier.
Policy-driven data compression can be implemented on a per-file basis for approximately 2x improvement in
storage efficiency and reduced processing load on Hadoop cluster nodes. Such compression can also offer value
to Kx, as it will offload the compute load for compress/decompress entirely to the storage sub-system. GPFS
can be integrated with non-Linux systems, e.g. IBM mainframes (e.g. IBM z Systems), which could play the role
of remote data islands for Hadoop.
E-DFSIO tests demonstrate in vendor benchmarks a clear IO performance benefit to using GPFS instead of
HDFS, with at least a 35% performance improvement on write and a 50% performance improvement on
read. One difference is the GPFS method to leverage. RDMA for a continuous data ingest (write) workload.
In addition, GPFS performs better on the analytics portion (using the Terasort benchmark) with 35% gain
demonstrating the combined workload benefits of data retrieval, storage and data analytics.
Finally worthy of note in this paper is a mode of operation for GPFS (since v3.4) an implementation of
the “Shared Nothing Cluster” (GPFS-SNC) architecture. In contrast to solutions with a centralized control
architecture, -like the Hadoop File System, the SNC architecture distributes every aspect of the file system such
as the metadata, space allocation and lock management around the cluster, so for example can deal with cases
where a user needs to take out a rack of servers from the cluster for maintenance.
kdb+ commentary

Kx specific performance metrics are not available in a public benchmark suite, such as
STAC-M3. However, some kdb+ customers do use GPFS in production.
This situation often stems from GPFS being a more general solution choice across the IT
department, and this is leveraged for the storage model for Kx. The key reasons for deploying
on GPFS are the enterprise features, especially the snapshot/replication/tiering file system and
the links between GPFS into archive and object stores. For example, a trading end of day event
could be handled by a simple snapshot of the file system, meaning no copying of data between
systems or copying of data on the storage.
The GPFS-SNC mode of operation is akin to other solutions, such as MapR. In both cases
they have solved the problem of supplying a global namespace POSIX semantics file system,
leveraging that shared-nothing model. It is not likely that this would be the mode of use in a
traditional HPC cluster, where often each node needs to look at its nearest neighbours data or
any other nodes data in an efficient way, in order to complete a job. So in general this type of
operational mode would be restricted to this MapReduce type use-case, and its unlikely that
SNC modes would be deployed as a single configuration in an HPC cluster. So, expect both
together.
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• EMC
ECS uses Hadoop as a protocol rather than a file system and requires the installation of code at the Hadoop
cluster level, and the ECS data service presents Hadoop cluster nodes with Hadoop-compatible file system
access to its unstructured data. Additional features of value in the context of enterprise production-level
Hadoop include:
Consistent write performance for small and large file sizes. Small file writes are aggregated and written
as one operation, while parallel node processing is applied to large file access.
Multisite access and three-site support. ECS allows for immediate data access from any ECS site in a
multisite cluster supported by strong consistency (applications presented with the latest version of data,
regardless of location, and indexes across all locations synchronized).
Regulatory compliance. ECS allows administrators to implement time-based data-retention policies. It
supports compliance standards such as SEC Rule 17a-4.
Search. Searches can be performed across user-defined and system-level metadata. Indexed searching on key
value pairs is enabled with a user-written interface.
Encryption. Inline data-at-rest encryption with automated key management, where keys generated by ECS
are maintained within the system.
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Generic comments and other file systems
Generic attributes of distributed/parallel file systems boil down to these main points
I.

Performance

II.

Offload of compression and reduction of storage costs

III.

Reduction of over-capacity for replication

IV.

Built in enterprise features (snapshot, automatic tiering rules, etc.)

There is not enough time or space here to discuss other distributed file systems, e.g. BeeGeeFS, Gluster,
native ZFS (n.b. although ZFS is not distributed, it is a good abstraction for handling objects and raid sets
independently of controller firmware/software solutions), iRODS, Ceph, WOS).
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Hadoop core: MapReduce
Divide and conquer. Break the massive task into many slivers. It makes things quicker? Or so you may think.
MapReduce is a superb approach for serial compute tasks, e.g. bubble sorts à la Google search queries.
MapReduce: “A great tool for its day” (ref: Cloudera: Jan 2016). It is the only reason the Hadoop stack would
have been used in the initial years of deployment of any commercial or non-commercial implementation of
Hadoop. That is, to deploy the logic of the map(ing) and reduc(ing) of large amounts of data (as described
below). Poor MapReduce. Until late 2013, it was a critical cog in all Hadoop systems, serving as both the cluster
resource manager and the primary programming and processing model. But then things started to change.
New technologies are augmenting, and in some cases replacing, the core components of Hadoop. Welcome to
the new, no longer “one-size-fits-all” era for Big Data.
The Apache Software Foundation’s Hadoop-v2 added a new technology called YARN, which usurped the original
resource management function and opened up Hadoop to APIs other than MapReduce batch jobs. Some
distributions in HPC replace this with other distribution mechanisms, such as SLURM in Intel’s IEEL.
There are SQL-on-Hadoop tools that let users write analytical queries against Hadoop data in standard SQL
instead of using MapReduce API. Then, the Spark processing engine burst onto the scene, with proponents
claiming it runs batch jobs “up to 100 times faster” than MapReduce, while supporting higher-level via Java and
Python.
Much sentiment is against MapReduce now. Hadoop distributions are “getting away as soon as possible and as
much as possible.”
For MapReduce, the assignment of Data-Nodes looks like this:

Originated at the Internet data centers of Google and Yahoo, these data centers differ from enterprise
data centers in their management style and spending priorities. Loosely speaking, the Hadoop MapReduce/
HDFS approach can be seen as somewhat weaker when measured by, for example, ITIL/ITSM scoring, when
evaluating implementation quality for an enterprise data center. On the other hand, some of these data centers
are spectacularly visible to the public and must reflect “five nines availability” even if not enshrined in a formal
SLA with the public.
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In the MapReduce model, computation is divided into a map stage and a reduce stage. In the map stage,
the data set that needs to be computed is divided into chunks and each assigned to one of a set of nodes (or
threads of a node), each node working independently. During the reduce stage, output from the map stage
on each node is read and manipulated to produce its part and the aggregated part of the final list. This can
generate the same or more intermediate data as is ingested during the map stage.
The MapReduce concept is based on key/value pairs. The key usually equates to a column. Let us use the
example of a keyword search running on a public web site, all of the inbound queries being saved in a list
somewhere. These human searches may be expressed as strings in a single key/column “human-searches”
list). map() then produces some intermediate values, along with an output key derived from the input. e.g.: if
there were 20321 searches for the word Kx, it might produce “kx:20321” from the map() phase. The reduce()
phase usually takes the map() output lists, each list typically being created from one node or one thread of
work and consolidates into a format for that query. A later phase combines the aggregated intermediate data
from these many lists into one list or report/list. This is often referred to as the shuffle phase.
In Hadoop, the MapReduce engine is implemented by two software services, the JobTracker and TaskTracker
services. The JobTracker is responsible for splitting the input data set into pieces for processing by independent
tasks and for scheduling each task for execution on a selected node. It monitors progress by using heartbeat
signals from execution nodes, and it can recover from failures by restarting processes. TaskTracker accepts map
and reduce tasks from the JobTracker. When a new task is received, a new JVM instance is used to host the
task. The TaskTracker communicates via a heartbeat to monitor task completion and to start new tasks when
required.
Cloudera has a columnar data store called Kudu as an alternative to HDFS for applications involving real-time
analytics on streaming data. Hortonworks introduced a separate piece of software for managing the flow of data
between different systems, with no dependency on HDFS in the build. Replacements of HDFS are available via
enterprise-distributed file-systems. They either replace the HDFS layer, or integrate alongside it.
A repository sought by enterprises may now be referred to as the Big Data lake, and a typical method to access
this repository is the Hadoop software stack, which is based on the Apache aggregated collection of open source
code.
Looking at the storage layer, the design aim for MapReduce was to execute the distributed processing with the
minimum latency for the data fetch. This is achieved by executing the processing local to the node storing the
data. The assumption was that data would be loaded into a distributed cluster for MapReduce batch processing
jobs and then unloaded at the end of the job. Ultimately the data is to be kept elsewhere in the enterprise or
cloud.
kdb+ commentary
MapReduce is a single purpose batch model. It does not have any of the language or semantics
of q.
Mapreduce is batch job oriented, it is simply not designed to offer real-time “streaming”
attributes. Kdb+ is a robust design, able to run on a single node in real-time offering memory
speeds of data access and low latency of operation to compute that data. It is parallel in
nature and can also be serialised over n nodes of a cluster.
Note that kdb+ inherently supports key/value pairs in its columnar store. Also worthy to note
that it is not possible to support a time-series database using in-text strings, as MapReduce
key value pairs are string indexed. Time-series stamps for example are nano-second based
long integers.
Kdb+ users can, and do, exploit MapReduce in their day-to-day business functions, but it is
just done without the need for an external construct. In the semantics of some operations,
kdb+ will “scan” for incremental results, so this is in advance of Spark or HDFS and is well
understood by kdb+ users.
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•

Against a large number of nodes, ingest of kdb+ data direct to its in-memory model will
likely be poor when using MapReduce/HDFS. In this case, kermel memory mapping for
each thread would need to be fanned out to an underlying virtual layer of FS, as opposed
to working directly via block-layer and the virtual memory layer in a Linux kernel.

•

Performance will be constrained against the local data-node working set, and there will
be some fragmentation of the data around nodes, which will be more prevalent with
high numbers of Data-Nodes. Smaller than default chunk size reads will still manifest 64
megabyte reads, which could equate to an over-zealous read-ahead in the kernel.

•

The mapping between a set of objects and the locality of the node executing that (in our
case, the q process) is not balanced which you would get with a centralized managed file
system.

•

The Hadoop model may drive commodity server specs with smaller amounts of memory,
holding individually low performance storage. One rule of grid computing is that the cluster
is only as fast as the slowest component.
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Other Apache Hadoop components
HBase

(http://hadoop.apache.org/hbase)

HBase is used for realtime read/write access to Big Data. The goal of HBase is the hosting of very large tables
-- billions of rows * millions of columns – running distributed on clusters of commodity hardware. It is a
scalable, distributed database model that supports structured data storage for large tables. Expected to be
used for random, real-time read/write access, when compared to the MapReduce model. It is a column-oriented
store based on the original work from Google’s BigTable project.
The intent of HBase if used straight from the Apache distribution would be to host it on HDFS. Data could
be ingested from an external (e.g RDBMS or Web) source, transformed using HBase. Then clients, such as
SQL-clients, could be placed to manage rapid insert/deletes//updates of entries. Hive-SQL (see below) might
thereafter be used to handle deep analytics queries against the same data.
So HBase is used for high scale. A user may be considering going from an RDBMS to HBase due to the data
scale up of rows or columns. Applications built against an RDBMS cannot be “ported” straight to HBase by
simply changing a JDBC driver, for example. Moving from an RDBMS to HBase as a complete redesign as
opposed to a port.
kdb+ commentary
HBase’s atomic transactions/functions are very limited. The data elements are not inherently
or explicitly typed (as is the case in kdb+). HBase simply sees strings of characters and not
constructs such as date stamps.
Kdb+ can execute functions that handle data at the granular level.
Kdb+ uses the same DB model and language to handle :
inserts : (a tick data RDB or ticker plant),
queries : (tick HDB)
independence from file system: can select the most optimum case with or without 		
HDFS.

Hive

(http://hadoop.apache.org/hive)

Apache Hive is a data warehouse infrastructure built on top of Hadoop for providing data summarization, query,
and analysis. Hive gives an SQL-like interface to query data stored in various databases and file systems that
integrate with Hadoop. It is written in Java. As stated earlier in this paper, Hive was built so as to make it
easy for analysts to query a database without necessarily having prior knowledge of the underlying Hadoop
constructs.
A data warehouse infrastructure, Hive is a batch execution tool (ETL like) that contains tools that summarize
queries. Hive puts structure on the data and gives users the ability to query with Hive-QL that uses familiar
methods (e.g. SQL). Hive also allows MapReduce programmers to further enhance queries that are based on
MapReduce data sets. Structure can be projected onto any data already in HDFS storage. A command line tool
and JDBC driver are provided to connect users to Hive.
kdb+ commentary
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The HiveQL interface is a similar approach to the q-SQL interface, it is intended to support
Big Data sets, which it does by supporting columnar store. It runs on the Hadoop core stack
and expects HDFS. It doesn’t really need Hadoop core, other than accessing the files in HDFS
(where the Hive table data is stored). Unlike q, it does not understand the concept of writing
down to, or querying, in-memory only tables. It can be extended to support additional
functions.
When running simple queries, the Hadoop MapReduce stack is launched, so these can take
minutes to return simple results. Updating existing tables is also bad (as per HDFS syntax) and
should be avoided – updates to tables would require Hive to force HDFS to close and re-open
objects for re-use. HIve is best used for batch jobs over large sets of immutable data, and
not for transaction processing. Kdb+ will have much better metrics for real-time analytical
reporting.

Spark
“...the Force can have a strong influence on the weak-minded.”
Spark has replaced “plain old” MapReduce in many customer implementations. For example, Spark is used
widely at companies like Uber, where they used it to replace a batched load of data feeds into their Amazon S3/
MapReduce.
A key driver for the choice of Spark is its more “fungible” interface, vs. the rigid “one-off” model in MapReduce.
It solves a couple of fundamental constraints in the MapReduce model:
I.

How can you handle an undefined and arbitrary length of workflow? How can you “rejoin” the data 		
without flushing the intermediate results of each map into backing storage after every operation?

II.

How can you assure fault tolerance for all of these elements of operation?

Spark has become an execution engine included in Hadoop distributions (ref: Cloudera and Hortonworks).
Apache Spark as a platform for Big Data analytics should run distributed MapReduce applications faster and
with more elegance in handling a more dynamic workflow. Spark offers a simpler programming model for
analysis of streaming data. Spark is a more general-purpose computational API that improves on MapReduce. It
has built-in primitives for accessing shared memory and parallel access methods.
Spark’s supplied code base and in-memory processing architecture accelerates performance while still
leveraging commodity hardware and open source code. Unlike the original and full Hadoop stack, Spark does
not come with its own persistent data storage layer, which is still a weakness. The most common Spark
implementations will likely use Hadoop clusters with HDFS, and other Apache distributions and vendors will
offer their own file system stacks incorporated into the build.
The growth of Spark is the result of growing interest in stream processing and real-time analytics. HDFS
wasn’t originally conceived to function as a persistent data store underpinning streaming analytics applications,
so likely that Spark will make storage performance tiering for Hadoop even more attractive, meaning the
introduction of enterprise class file systems.
Spark Partitions or RDDs: similar in nature to data segments in Kx. A Resilient Distributed Datasets is a
fundamental data structure of Spark. It is an immutable distributed collection of objects. Each dataset in RDD is
divided into logical partitions, which may be computed on different nodes of the cluster. RDDs can contain any
type of Python, Java, or Scala objects, including user-defined classes. RRDs can only be originally created from
persistent storage (e.g. POSIX, S3, HDFS), or by transforming other existing RDDs. So RDDs may read/create
from URLS such as hdfs:// , s3n:// , file:// , http:// , and so on.
RDDs can be operated on/configured using a “file” handle, thus:
val rddhandle = sc.textfile(“hdfs:///root/direcrtorycontaingallRDD”)
		Or
val rddhandle = sc.textfile(“file:///root/direcrtorycontaingallRDD”)
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Thereafter, actions on Spark contexts is similar to the q operators e.g.:
wordCount = rddhandle.count()
Will count the number of items in an RDD.
Spark offers features such as sampling/filtering/inline calculation of values such as mean, sum all elements,
performs a join operation.
This is no different to q. Many, but not all of these features that the q programmer expects are bundled in
Spark libraries.

Directed graph expressions for parallelizing data access. In other words, we do not need to write
intermediate results to a HDFS instance, Spark can pass it on to the next in the pipeline.
Built in data transformations to enable computations more naturally
Built in REPL logic. Compute scalability model retained from MapReduce, Fault tolerance. This is data locality
aware. Uses Java and Python and Scala APIs.
API for in-memory processing (batch/stream)
Development model similar to q: “can use interactively”
Can execute in three clusters models, not dissimilar to Kx:
1.

Run standalone.

2.

Run with HA, (e.g. using Mesos, a distributed systems kernel, with a fault-tolerant replicated master 		
and agents, within Zookeeper). Mesos is a performance overhead for memory access latency, removing
this as a choice for many of the typical Kx use cases.

3.

Run with YARN: Batch job launching for jobs.

kdb+ commentary
Spark has more affinity with the application coding structures found in Kx, when contrasted
with MapReduce, for all of the above reasons. However there are some issues and constraints
with Spark:

Performance. When measured equally pound for pound in hardware use, kdb+ will outperform
Spark query-time metrics significantly. The purpose of this paper is not to list specific results
(this will be documented in a later set of tests), but to point to the reasons. One core reason
for this is the inefficiency of memory management inside the JVM. It is an imperfect model for
memory latency sensitive applications. Also the runtime code generation is too large for many
simple queries. Also there can be a large amount of communications and shuffling of RRD
data structure information using IPC between worker processes. For example, each map task
writes n shuffle files, where n is the number of reduce tasks, unlike Hadoop core MapReduce,
these are not intermediate files, as Spark does not merge them into a single partitioned
result. Often, n is higher than seen in MapReduce clusters and Spark has lower scheduling
overhead. Then, each Reduce task must maintain a network buffer for fetching Map outputs.
On a positive note this is always something that will/should improve, although this may lead to
bifurcation of the release in the future.
Detailed Debugging is a dark art. Many components simply didn’t work in several early
versions, but of course is more recently stable. Note: this implies complexity. Kx, by
comparison is orthogonal in nature. Layers built on top tend to be from APIs that are tried
trusted and battle hardened (e.g. WebSockets).
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YARN and Spark can more easily break when using massive datasets. These are distinct
components brought together to solve an underlying problem of clustered computing.
Very cryptic errors are given from the underlying platform e.g. a scala.data error from another
RDD on another node is very cryptic to debug. It is a much larger overhead than the single
in OS Virtual memory model of Kx running across distributed nodes. To get an idea of this,
search Google for “Spark cryptic errors”. This gave 416,000 hits at time of publishing this
paper.
Multi-tenancy: whilst this is in the functional list, it is not easy to implement, e.g. you may
need to insert “waits” in each process stream to achieve true memory/disk locality. You will
otherwise need to pass explicit/implicit locations as an argument to SparkContext to mitigate
this and manage the locality externally to the compute workload.
Scalability of performance for compute intensive jobs is not a given when used “out of the
box”. Lots of manual tuning will be required.
No guarantee of backwards compatibility. Nothing in the Apache program will ensure this in
future versions.
Positives. Open source model of Spark will support collaboration and easy injection of code for
new projects, such as machine learning initiatives (MLib).

Spark 2.0
Since July 2016, version 2 of Apache Spark has been generally available. One of the main focuses for this
release is performance and stability. A lot of the reasons behind this update can be inferred from the previous
section.
Changes
Versions of Hadoop 2.1 and earlier are no longer supported by Spark 2.x. Some older object classes
are removed or deprecated and the closure serializer function is removed. HTTP-broadcast is removed.
Improvements were made to the SQL function in Spark, adding SQL2003 support, and the SQL parser now
supports ANSI-SQL and HiveQL. Most of the Hive functionality should now be in Spark, with the exception of
native Hive bindings to things such as Hive UDFs. See spark.apache.org for full details.
Additions
New APIs are added to 2.x. Spark 2.0 modified the DataFrames and Dataset constructs. SparkSession replaces
SQLContext and HIveContext for DataFrame and DataSet APIs, although old methods are kept for backwards
compatibility. There is a new aggregator API and accumulator API. Support was added for CSV data sources.
Many additions are made also to SparkR, adding support for user functions.
Performance.
The Apache website notes between 2x to 10x performance speedups for SQL and DataFrame operations, over
Spark 1.x.
kdb+ commentary
To be fair, this is very early in the release process for v2.0, but the objectives of this new
release are well intended. Base on this early stage, our comments are only general in nature:
•Many changes have been made to the product since 1.x, meaning that for some users, code
may need to be modified in order to go forward. This could lead to two worlds being supported
for sometime. That said the deprecated/modified features are not fundamental ones.
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•Users of Spark 1.0 found that many of the memory intensive functions were slower
than expected. Developers will need to decide which of Spark 2.0 or Hadoop is better for
performance for certain applications. In other words, there appears to still be a sense that
using Spark 2.0 for in-memory analytics might still be separated from other workloads.
•The brand new SQL code in Spark 2.x will take time to bed down into production mode (bugs/
stability release to come). Kdb+ by contrast has been in production for a long time.

Kudu
Kudu is a file system layer in the Hadoop stack since 2014 sponsored by Cloudera. As of the time of this report,
it had just moved from incubating state into the top-level project state.
Kudu is a columnar-oriented store. Kudu provides a combination of fast inserts/updates and efficient columnar
scans for real-time analytic workloads. Kudu should lower query latency for Apache Impala (also in incubating
mode) and Apache Spark.
Cloudera staffers are significant contributors to the code. A trigger for this was HDFS being seen as a bottleneck
and a constraint to analytics such as used in Spark. Cloudera uses Kudu as an alternative to HDFS for
applications involving real-time analytics on streaming data.
The closest simile to a Kudu style implementation in Apache land would be HDFS using Parquet.
For completeness it is worth mentioning that Hortonworks introduced a separate piece of software (called
Heterogeneous Storage) for managing the flow of data between different systems, with no specific dependency
on HDFS in their build. That one allows the Name-Node to choose not just a target Data-Node when placing
replicas, but also the specific storage type and class on each target Data-Node. They also introduced an objectstore layer on top of HDFS (Ozone).
Kudu is not q or SQL, but it is the storage layer. It’s not a replacement for HDFS or HBase. It is a new structure.
Would use Kudu on an “as-needed” basis in place of the other file systems.
Impala-SQL could be run as a query language, run using Kudu (e.g. create table and populate from HDFS;
update-records; insert records from HDFS; delete-records)
In-memory “tables” are broken down into tablets. A tablet could be assigned to a compute resource. Kudu
supports typed storage, maintains consistency via multi-version concurrency control (MVCC). Uses a distributed
model for data, using erasure coding over n nodes. This means 1.5x data overhead vs. 3x overhead for the
simple replication model of HDFS. It offers cache coherency, that is, it shards n tables over y servers via
coherency of hash tables.
But, note that the Apache Hadoop community is implementing a version of the storage industry erasure-coding
model. This will be used for a second data “tier”, in Hadoop 3.0 (hdfs-7285), targeted for final release late
2016.
Random updates to a table could be very slow. HBase model allows random updates without incurring several
disk seeks. Kudu requires a key lookup before update, via a Bloom lookup before the insert. Single row reads
may be slow: the columnar design is done for scan performance. Kudu may add column-groups later to improve
single-row access performance.
kdb+ commentary
Not yet evaluated. But the underlying architectures may hint at some of the performance
aspects. Kx can benefit greatly from the underlying systems capability to ingest data into
memory as quickly as possible (e.g. we can ingest data to memory of rates in excess of 10GB/
sec per client node and can read in-memory arrays into CPU in excess of 20GB/sec. This
is due to its array processing design. Everything in the engine is optimized for throughput
and memory scanning speeds. Kx leverages the best methods of the Linux kernel in order
to support this, e.g. memory mapping, allowing for up to 128 terabytes of memory virtual
address space to be natively mapped as one space by kdb+.
Kudu Tablets are roughly equivalent to kdb+ segmented tables. This represents something
that gets the Spark (or others) closer to the functionality that kdb+ uses with POSIX
semantics.
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Cassandra
Is a free and open-source distributed database designed to handle large amounts of data across many
commodity servers, providing high availability with no single point of failure.
Cassandra generally achieves top end results for IOPS rates against maximum number of nodes in many
experiments, when compared to other NoSQL databases such as MongoDB and HBase and CouchBase.
(ref:Wikipedia), although “this comes at the price of high write and read latencies.”
Cassandra can support Spark in place of other file system API’s such as HDFS.
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Glossary of Hadoop Components
Term

Description

CDH

Cloudera’s Distribution of Apache Hadoop. Contains HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce, Hive,
Pig, HBase, Sqoop, Flume, Oozie, Zookeeper and Hue. When talking with Cloudera,
Hadoop means the full CDH stack.

Flume

A distributed, reliable and available service for efficiently large amounts of streaming
data.

Flink

a streaming dataflow engine that provides data distribution, communication, and fault
tolerance for distributed computations over data streams.

Hadoop
MapReduce

This is the code within the Hadoop distro for the common MapReduce function
as known in computer science. It breaks down jobs across the Hadoop nodes,
reassembling the results from each into a coherent answer.

HBase

See above

Hive

See above

Ignite

Ignite File System (IGFS) is a plug-and-play in-memory file system, compatible with
HDFS and In-Memory MapReduce. It also contains a distributed cache architecture
API in Java. Ignite supports two modes, allowing it to work as either a standalone file
system in Hadoop cluster, or work in tandem with HDFS, providing a primary caching
layer for the secondary HDFS. As a caching layer it provides highly configurable
read-through and write-through behavior. Uses local memory speeds for orders of
magnitude improvements in access latencies than is possible with traditional diskbased or flash technologies.

Kafka

a publish-subscribe messaging system. Kdb+ has been integrated directly into the
Apache Kafka harness to ingest or transmit messages.

kdb+

The software package containing the kdb+ database integrated with the q language. A
32bit (32bit integers/memory pointers) version of kdb+ is freely available for download
from the kx.com website, for evaluation and test. Note that for benchmarking
comparisons in this report, the 32bit version does not have all the instruction
acceleration options as seen in the 64-bit versions (e.g. extended SSE support). The
fully supported 64-bit version is available under license.

Pig

A high-level data-flow language that enables advanced parallel computation. Pig makes
parallel programming much easier.

Sqoop

Enabling the import and export of SQL to Hadoop.

Oozie

A workflow engine to enhance management of data processing jobs for Hadoop.
Manages dependencies of jobs between HDFS, Pig and MapReduce.

Zookeeper

A very high-performance coordination service for distributed applications. Browserbased desktop interface designed to interact with Hadoop. It supports a file browser,
jobtracker interface, cluster health monitor and many other easy-to-use features
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